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ABSTRACT 
Here is a summary of the interesting new book published in Russia today. The book reviewed the most important geographical 
discovery of the twenty-first century, which completes the series of great geographical discoveries, XV - XIX centuries and creates a 
whole new single three-beam image of the North megacontinent Earth. The first article about the discovery was published in the 
«Discovery» magazine in 2014. 

Keywords: new book, Russia, geographical discovery, three-beam megacontinent. 
 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In October 2016 the publishing house "Far Eastern Science" in Vladivostok (Russia) published a book called "The Northern three-

beam immobile megacontinent Earth: the discovery of the century." The book provides a rationale for important geographical and 
geological discoveries of the modern age that radically changes the idea of our land Earth - habitat of humanity. Geological, 
geophysical and bathymetric studies of several generations of scholars for a century proved that the known continents of America, 
Africa and Australia are not separate continents, and represent the southern ends of a single three-beam megamaterika North. The 
book examines the emergence of this particular megacontinent and its evolution throughout the geological history of the Earth, for 
a - 4.4 billion years old. 

Therefore, it is highly desirable to quickly deliver important new information on the actual shape of the Earth our land to the 
foreign readers. This overview shows the front and back cover of the book with pictures on them, Abstract, Introduction, Conclusion, 
References to the main articles published in the journal Discovery in 2014-2015 years on the subject and the individual drawings. 
 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
The book contains the results of fundamental discoveries of world geology of the XX-XXI centuries, the composition of the different 
types of the earth's crust and its evolution, according to the geosynclinal-platform theory of the formation of the Earth's crust. And 
also the latest data on the structure of the crust of the Arctic and the Indonesian archipelago, including the author's own work in the 
Russian and English languages (8 entries in the "Discovery" magazine, India). Primary research methods - analysis and synthesis of 
published data on several issues discussed in the book. 
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3. RESULTS  
3.1. The front cover of the book  
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3.2 Abstract Book  
 
Zhirnov A.M. North three-beams immobile megacontinent of the Earth: Discovery of the century. - Vladivostok: - Dal’nauka, 

2016 – 184 p. 
 
Autonomous geological development of the Earth‘s Northern megacontinent is examined. It is formed in a deep three-beam 
depression on the mantle’s peridotite surface in the process of long-term growth in the vertical mobilism mode. This megacontinent 
is the giant geological, geochemical and geophysical anomaly of sial on the planet’s surface. Studies of a century (since 1900) 
proved that the megacontinent’s ancient foundation periodically flooded, but during the Pleistocene was raised and was a single 
three-ray land. It was divided into modern geographical continents 6 thousand years ago, after the flooding of the Arctic and 
Indonesian land bridge between Asia and Australia, and as a result of large local subsidence of the earth's crust in the Central Arctic. 
Raising global sea level during the Holocene at 120 m was due to the melting of the great Pleistocene glaciers in the northern 
hemisphere between 10-6 thousand years ago. It shows the formation of the great Pleistocene glaciers in the mountainous center of 
the Arctic vault, which after melting in the middle of the Holocene is collapsed and turned into the Central Arctic deep water basin. 
Considered grandiose Hadean volcanoes of Arctic, 50 km high, eroded over 4 billion years to a height of 2-3 km, and shipped in the 
Central Arctic basin. Consider the meaning of the term "discovery", the criteria for the "discovery", and the discoveries set in the 
global geology of the ХХ and ХХI century. The shortcomings of popular hypothesis of plate tectonics, paleomagnetism are examined 
and - failure to prove some regional shifts. The discovery of a single three-beams megacontinent of the Earth is the most important 
World achievement of Russian geological science. 
Tables 7, figures 116, bibl. 285. 
 
Key words: three-beam megacontinent, great glaciers, flooding margins megacontinent, collapse Central Arctic, criteria “discovery”  
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3.3. In the Book Introduction  
Offered readers a monograph "is a very burning and substantial work dedicated to actual problems of modern geology and, of course, 
it will cause a lot of interest. At the present time, when in the geological environment for several decades dominated by the so-called 
"theory of the plate tectonics ", which shall not be planting method of scientific reasoning and fruitful discussions, and by immoderate 
and aggressive propaganda, the appearance of the work, offering deeply-developed alternative concept, will be greeted with a great 
interest "( reviewer V.B. Karaulov). 

The book consists of three parts. The first part covers the basics of classical geosynclinal-platform theory of the planet Earth 
crust’s formation, developed over the past two centuries and based on the 11 largest discovery-laws in the structure and 
development of the earth's crust. 

A single contour of the Earth’ North three-beam megacontinent was proved on the basis of these new data in the book. It has 
always been fixed on the lateral also. Three - beam location in the plan, of the Earth ‘ main geographic continents, it was found still a 
great geographer Jean Reclus, 150 years ago, but the nature of this phenomenon remains unclear for geographers and geologists 
until very recently. A century ago, American and German researchers have shown the position of the Indonesian territory between 
Asia and Australia in the late Pleistocene - early Holocene as a dry land.  

In the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, according to extensive geological-geophysical studies of the Arctic Ocean, it 
has been proved a direct link of the North American continent with the Eurasian geography geographical continent. It turned out 
that the area of the Arctic (with predominantly sialic type of crust, typical of the continents) also was dry land in the Neogene-
Pleistocene¸ but in the middle of the Holocene was covered by the waters of the World Ocean, after the melting of the great glaciers 
in the centre of Arctic. 

Only 6 thousand years ago, ocean waters flooded the Arctic part of the planet and Indonesian dry land bridge between 
Asia and Australia and emerged three modern large part of the land, three continents - American, Eurasian- African and 
Australian. 

It is also found that in the Arctic have existed in ancient times the highest (up to 50 km) volcanoes. To date, they have eroded to 
a height of 2-3 km and collapsed along the faults to a depth of 4-5 km in the central basin of the Arctic Ocean. 

Chapter 6 examines the meaning of the term "discovery", the criteria of “discovery” and the main discoveries in the global 
geology of the ХХ and ХХI centuries. 

In the second part of the book shown, that the plate-tectonic hypothesis, proposed by US seismologists 50 years ago, on the 
movement of continents and plates on the planet, is not compatible with the laws of physics and with geological facts and does not 
apply to geological science. In section 7.3 it is proved that the problem of Earth’ magnetism and paleomagnetism is not solved by 
science and the constant movement of the magnetic poles of the Earth not associated with geological processes on the planet. It is 
not possible use now paleomagnetism data in geological science. 

Chapter 8 shows the US not scientific methods of implementation of seismological (not geological) hypotheses in geological 
science - by capturing leadership positions in scientific organizations and editorial offices of geological magazines and to refuse 
publication of research scientists, with are not consistent with the hypothetical principles of plate-tectonic. 

The third part shows the concern of geologist’s violent introduction to the geology of unfounded hypotheses, due to the 
advent of the senior positions in the geological organizations RAS American supporters of plate tectonics. All developments of 
Russian scientists in the part new theoretical approaches are now not allowed to print in geological journals RAS. This practice is 
contrary to the requirements of Sciences and the Russian government began the reform of the Academy of Sciences. 
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3.4. Some Figures from Part 1  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
Continental (top) and ocean (bottom) hemisphere (by Lyell from Sholpo, 1986). 
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Figure 76 
Arctic mountain vault in the Neogene-Pleistocene (Zhirnov, 2015c). 
1 - the land, the site of the modern shelf; 2 - shallow pools; 3 - continental slopes of underwater ridges; 4 - Bays of the Atlantic 
Ocean; 5 - some major faults; 6 – minor faults; 7 - the territory of the Arctic vault; 8 - the border mountain vault; 9 - direction of 
movement of glaciers. 
 

 
Figure 95 
Position river network (dash-dot) on the land between Iceland and Western Europe in the early Holocene. 
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Figure 78 
Modern geological and tectonic structure of the Arctic territory (Zhirnov, 2015c) 
1 - shallow (20-200 m) shelf; 2 - deep (0.4 -1km) shelf; 3 - continental slopes of submarine ridges (1-3 km); 4 - deep-sea basins; 5 - 
major faults; 6 – minor faults.  
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 67 
Modern rivers on the islands of the Indonesian archipelago and their continuation (dash-dot) on dry land during the early Holocene. 
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Figure 66 
The geographical position of the islands of  Indonesian archipelago and a vast shallow (25-65 m) shelf in the area between 
Southeast Asia and Australia. 
 

 
Figure 68  
Land Bridge between Asia and Australia (white) in the early Holocene, flooded the oceans in the middle of the Holocene 
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4. CONCLUSION  
By the mid-twentieth century geological science has established that the Earth's continents are long been shaped anomaly thickness 
bodies of metabazalt and sialic composition among primary peridotite mantle of the Earth. Detailed seismic studies of the planet’s 
crust in ХХ century showed that the continents are strictly located in large depressions on the surface of the Earth's mantle 
peridotite, in which they have grown for 4.4 billion years in a mode of vertical geodynamic mobilism. It was also proved that the 
modern world's oceans (which arose in the Mesozoic-Cenozoic) consistently expanded and deepened in the Cretaceous-Holocene. 
In the late Pleistocene in the Arctic three times formed a powerful (3-4 km) glacier, then slips into North America and Central 
Europe. 

Extensive geological and geophysical and bathymetric studies of the Earth's crust in the bottom of the Indonesian archipelago 
and the Arctic Ocean proved a continental type of Earth crust therein and overland state of these areas during the Pleistocene - early 
Holocene. These areas were flooded oceans at a shallow depth (50-200 m) only 7- 6 thousand. Years ago, after the melting of the 
great glaciers and rise in sea level of 120 m. At the same time, it was submerged by vertical faults south part of the Arctic and 
formed the Central Arctic Basin 4-5 km deep. At this time a single megacontinent divided into three modern geographic continents 
- American, Eurasian - African and Australian, due to flooding of the Arctic territory and Indonesian land bridge. 

Thus for the discovery of a single Northern three beams megacontinent took 100 years of detailed geological, 
geophysical and bathymetric studies of many generations of researchers. 
 

5. DISCUSSION 
Identification of a single Northern three-beam megacontinent completed a series of great geographical discoveries of continents 
committed 200-500 years ago. This discovery is of great scientific importance for understanding the structure of the real world and, 
consequently, for the reconstruction of the origin of the planet as a whole.  

Within this discovery became completely vain and absurd attempts of many followers hypothesis of plate tectonics and 
paleomagnetism to move (and to rotate) separate geographical continents and lithosphere plates on the surface of the planet. 
Specific geographic continents have never been. Initially, and always only a single three-beam megacontinent existed in the Earth's 
geological history. 

The discovery of a single three-beam megacontinent Earth is the world's major achievement of Russian geological science. It 
became possible on the basis of extensive geological, geophysical and bathymetric studies in the Arctic and the Indonesian 
archipelago during the last century and generalization of fundamental discoveries in the global geology of the last 200 years.  
 

SUMMERY OF RESEARTH 
1. The area of the Arctic Ocean floor is composed of the continental crust, covered from top to this ocean. Hence, in fact there is a 

single Northern continent of the Earth, with three south continental "beams" - US, Europe - Africa and Asia - Australia. 
2. The Earth's crust in the bottom of the Arctic Ocean is characterized by low power granite-gneiss layer and a large capacity lower 

granulite-basic layer, in contrast to the Earth's crust adjacent mainland. 
3. In the central part of the Arctic Ocean, there are several deep grabens (Norway, Greenland, the Amundsen, and Nansen), where the 

granite-gneiss layer is absent. On the area of these grabens are high mountains (2-3 km), representing the roots of Katarchean 
grand volcanoes significantly eroded by now.  

4. On the territory Central Arctic mountain set formed powerful glacier three times in the late Pleistocene, sliding then to North 
America and northern Eurasia. 

5. After melting of last glacier, 9-6 thousand years ago, the World Ocean’s water was raised on 120 m and the water flooded the 
territories of Arctic and Indonesian dry land ‘bridge’ – thus the huge shallow water shelves appeared. Besides, part of the Arctic 
collapsed along the faults and modern deep water grabens appeared.  

 

FUTURE ISSUES 
I believe that many scientists in sphere of sciences about Earth have to pay attention to the real geological-geophysical data 
obtained for last 200 years and summarized a little in this work. Like areas with a metabasaltic crust, covered from top to sea water, 
there are in other places of the single Northern megacontinent. They deserve careful study in the light of the concept. 
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THE BACK COVER OF THE BOOK 
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CAPTIONS ON THE COVERS OF BOOK  
 

FRONT COVER OF THE BOOK 
1. Upper: modern contours megacontinent 
2. Lower: contours of his 8 thousand. years ago, before flooding Arctic and the Indonesian land "bridge" the world's oceans 

 
THE BACK COVER OF THE BOOK 

Great Arctic glacier was 15 thousand years ago. 
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